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Abstract
A network is a composition of many communities, i.e., sets of nodes and edges with stronger
relationships, with distinct and overlapping properties. Community detection is crucial for various
reasons, such as serving as a functional unit of a network that captures local interactions among
nodes. Communities come in various forms and types, ranging from biologically to technology-
induced ones. As technology-induced communities, social media networks such as Twitter
and Facebook connect a myriad of diverse users, leading to a highly connected and dynamic
ecosystem. Although many algorithms have been proposed for detecting socially cohesive
communities on Twitter, mining and related tasks remain challenging. This study presents a
novel detection method based on a scalable framework to identify related communities in a
network. We propose a multilevel clustering technique (MCT) that leverages structural and textual
information to identify local communities termed microcosms. Experimental evaluation on
benchmark models and datasets demonstrate the efficacy of the approach. This study contributes
a new dimension for the detection of cohesive communities in social networks. The approach
offers a better understanding and clarity toward describing how low-level communities evolve
and behave on Twitter. From an application point of view, identifying such communities can
better inform recommendation, among other benefits.
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1. Introduction1
A network comprises of many sub-networks or communities with distinct and overlapping2
properties. Networks exhibit varying degrees of organisations [1], and discovering the structure3
of various network forms has been investigated [2, 3, 4, 5]. As network size increases, so does4
the possibility of fragmentation [6, 7], leading to a decrease in the homogeneity of behaviour5
and attitude across groups [8]. Because similarity breeds attraction and interaction [9], network6
communities are defined by sets of nodes and edges with strong relationships. Communities are a7
fundamental organisation principle, especially in vast networks, allowing to analyse the structure8
and function of networks [3, 10]. Identifying local network structures: (a) provides a means for9
complex network analysis [11], for applications such as the detection of inter-related web-pages10
[12, 13], (b) allows to detect cliques [10] and facilitates intelligent recommendations [14] (c)11
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Figure 1: Examples of event-type ties ((a),(b) and (c)) on Twitter, allowing users to openly connect via: (a)
unidirectional or directed means (e.g. friend or follower), bidirectional or undirected (among friends and followers)
(b – c), and indirect or transitory events: retweets, mentions or likes. These flexible connections challenge cohesive
community detection and contribute to the proliferation of spurious content. In (d), A = {a, a1, ..., al}, B =
{b, b1, ..., bm}, and C = {c, c1, ..., cn} denote users. Reciprocal ties (e.g. ac) or transitive ties (e.g. abc) are rare.
allows to discover organisational principles of networks [15, 16], and (d) helps in studying12
social behaviour of users [17]. Examples of biological, social or technological networks where13
community detection has been applied are: protein–protein interaction networks [18], social14
networks [4, 10], food webs [11], collaboration networks, [19] and the World Wide Web [4].15
The underlying difference across many network communities refers to the definition of16
connections: some are deterministic, while some are just probabilistic and potentially non-17
deterministic. Social media, e.g., Twitter and Facebook, connect a myriad of diverse users,18
leading to a highly connected, dynamic ecosystem. The complexity and dynamism of this19
ecosystem results in multiple interaction types at various layers of granularity and intensity:20
global or local, positive or negative, influential or not, high or low-level. Such interactions21
culminate in the formation of communities at various levels. Despite the proliferation of various22
community detection methods, identifying socially cohesive communities on Twitter still poses23
challenges. Communities with low presence are implicit and require extensive exploration24
to understand the mechanism governing their behaviour [20]. Since social networks exhibit25
properties from other networks [10], the limitations of existing approaches are due to:26
Methodological viewpoints and connection types. Social network theorists hold two viewpoints27
in investigating social relationships in a network: realist, based on a pre-conceived notion of the28
existence of relationships, and nominalist, based on questions posed by the investigator [21].29
Moreover, social ties are formed around event-type ties, a transitory connection that often results30
in socially distant members. Such connections on Twitter include subscribing to trendy hashtags31
or retweeting popular users. State-type ties are based on static, structural connections among32
users, which suggest familiarity and trust [22]. Community detection on Twitter focusses mostly33
on directed connections (event-type ties) based on the realist’s approach. This is valid in many34
networks, but can lead to many unrelated sets of users. We argue that the wealth of connection35
forms on Twitter, shown in Figure 1, contribute to widespread spurious content and imply the36
existence of less cohesive user communities.37
Proliferation and complexity of online content. a rapid increase in network size increases the38
likelihood of fragmentation [6, 7], which in turn decreases the homogeneity of behaviour and39
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attitude across groups [8]. With an average 139m daily users contributing to 500m content1,40
it is becoming more challenging to keep track of socially cohesive communities on Twitter.41
Furthermore, large scale and transitory content (mostly from influential users) often dominate the42
space leading to many forms of explicit communities [23]. Thus, basing a community detection43
task on transitory aspects of metadata such as popular hashtags or trending topics does not often44
reflect true connectivity [24], hence limiting the full realisation of the benefits in communities45
such as cliquishness and local coherence.46
This study attempts to address the identified challenges, to advance our knowledge concerning47
community detection problems.48
1.1. A Multilevel Clustering Technique49
A community detection paradigm involves prediction and quantification to identify a com-50
munity structure and relevant details about a network [25]. Predicting membership and assigning51
items to clusters is achieved using equivalence measures or scoring functions. Establishing52
the equivalence of network entities is achieved based on (a) equivalent units with the same53
connection pattern to the same neighbours or (b) equivalent units that have the same or a similar54
connection pattern to different neighbours [26]. Accordingly, communities are formed around55
two primary modalities or information sources: network structure and node attributes. Until56
recently, community detection methods relied on a single information source. Conventional57
methods such as normalised cut [27] and modularity [28] rely on the topological structure of58
networks. A bi-modal approach, based on network structure and the corresponding features or59
attributes of nodes as information sources, is becoming popular [29, 30, 31, 16]. According to60
Figure 1, connections on Twitter may manifest differently, such as sharing a link, re-tweeting61
(RT), using the same or similar hashtags, user mention (@) or follower-ship. Such connections62
are porous, allowing to connect with many diverse users and hindering the identification of63
cohesive groups. Noting that these eccentric connections patterns can mislead the detection of64
socially related users and encourage the propagation of spurious content, we propose a multi-65
level clustering technique (MCT) to identify socially cohesive user groups on Twitter, termed66
microcosms. No practical reasons prevent MCT to apply to other domains that involve network67
data. However, it would require minor amendments for platforms where a reciprocal tie is the68
default connection, e.g. Facebook. Failing to recognise Twitter’s eccentric topological structure69
would make the approach less generalisable. Focusing on Twitter leads to a more encompassing70
framework that can be mapped to other networks.71
MCT measures similarity within a community of users using local and global information,72
modelling structural and intrinsic textual features jointly. In Figure 2(a) and (b) user communities73
exist based on structural and content or textual similarity, respectively. Users under the structural74
component, a form of a state-type tie, are related based on reciprocal ties, which are rare in75
Twitter, and the community is more cohesive than the community of users based on content76
or textual similarity, a form of an event-type tie. A more cohesive community is the one that77
recognises both structural and content similarity, in Figure 2(c). Intuitively, the degree of78
cohesiveness varies across different communities: a community based on both modalities is79
the most cohesive, followed by a community based on high structural similarity but low or no80
content or textual similarity. Finally, the least cohesive community exhibits high similarity in the81
1See www.omnicoreagency.com/twitter-statistics
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Table 1: Relevant notations and their corresponding descriptions
Notation Description
D network data
V and E sets of nodes and edges, respectively
mvi denotes the network of a user vi
frvi and flvi denote sets of friends and followers of user vi
κ ∈ mvi set of reciprocal ties of user vi
Af set of all possible attributes of a node
Xf set of features inducing reciprocity
a  b a binary relation between a and b
expx or ex base of a natural logarithm, ln, exp (lnx) = x; e ≈ 2.71828
di, pi, qi, ui respective ith component of vectors, D,P,Q,U
τ a predefined threshold for comparison, e.g. τ ≥ 0.5
Sr and Tr sets of structurally-related and textually-related nodes, respectively
textual component but low or no structural similarity. Groups of structurally similar nodes are82
analysed by spectral clustering, which involves a series of methods ranging from adjacency and83
affinity matrices to dimensionality reduction. The textual component complements the structural84
aspect through a form of document-pivot clustering, in which weights are assigned to features in85
the document according to a weighing scheme [32, 33, 34, 35].86
1.2. Contributions87
MCT relies on reciprocal ties, based on the assumption that combining structural and textual88
features offers a more cohesive community representation. Our contributions are two-fold:89
A new dimension to the detection of cohesive communities. The ability to follow anyone on90
Twitter results in many unidirectional connections between socially unrelated users, affecting91
clustering and the integrity of online content. To counter the challenging and time-consuming92
task of collecting large scale reciprocal ties on Twitter, we proposed a strategy that returns93
the likelihood of reciprocity among users. As a result, the detection of socially cohesive94
communities is enhanced, providing a useful analysis tool and strengthening the validity of95
online content. Moreover, by identifying communities of users with a strong cohesion, a well-96
informed recommendation that recognises structural and textual similarities can be achieved.97
Figure 2: Node clustering in MCT in three stages, according to (a) structural similarity, (b) content or textual aspect
similarity, and (c) joint structural and content similarity.
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A bi-modal community detection approach. MCT addresses the problem of structurally unrelated98
users by adding a layer of social cohesion to existing community detection methods. Specifically,99
MCT advances existing techniques through: (a) an in-depth utilisation of a bi-modal source of100
information for community detection, (b) detection of network communities at various levels, (c)101
a robust and scalable community detection algorithm that is less prone to noise in the network102
data, and (d) an intuitive interpretation of the detected communities.103
The remaining of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides background details104
and related work. Section 3 formulates the problem and describes the MCT framework. We105
describe the experimentation process in Section 4 and discuss the main observations in Section 5.106
Finally, Section 6 concludes the study and provides some considerations for future work. For107
ease of referencing, Table 1 summarises the notations used.108
2. Background109
Humans can effortlessly abstract complex phenomena, but efficiently automating the process110
is daunting partly due to the multidimensional nature of clustering data [36]. In this section, we111
review relevant topics and studies associated with clustering and community detection tasks.112
2.1. Network and community structure113
A network comprises of heterogeneous nodes connected via edges. The topological structure114
of networks and other quantities related to them are useful in understanding complex networks115
across numerous domains [4]. Various levels of relationship forms in networks have been116
analysed, from the structure of microscopic organisms to complex networks, such as the internet117
[2, 3, 4]. Complex networks were once considered to as random and the classic random graph118
model [37] was the standard analysis tool until regular patterns in various networks were119
discovered, e.g., via statistical analysis. Fundamentally, network complexity [38] is defined120
by: (a) Clustering coefficient quantifies the probability of a node to be clustered, assuming that121
users with common friends are likely to know each other. (b) Degree distribution quantifies the122
probabilistic distribution of nodes. (c) Small-worldliness is a network property associated with123
short path-length, i.e., many structured short-range connections and few random long-range ones,124
and network diameter that is exponentially less than its size [3].125
In social media, communication happen at various layers of granularity and intensity: global126
or local, positive or negative, influential or not. In contrast with the early unidirectional two-step127
communication model, where few users serve as intermediaries between mass communication128
and the public [39], the design of social media allows users to generate and consume information.129
On social media, communication follows the influence network model, enabling multi-way flow,130
where users can simultaneously generate and consume information [38]. Twitter is dominated by131
influential users, logically dividing a clique of content pushers and consumers, resembling the132
two-step flow model [39]. This division is strengthened by strategies, such as content promotion,133
that entice users to engage more, and to follow or add friends. Using these strategies social134
media users can increase their network of friends, generating more value to the platforms. A135
social media network is the synthesis of many user communities, and identifying these structures136
is a vital task. Because members of a community are highly similar to each other and less or not137
at all similar to members of other communities [40, 1, 41], a community structure has densely138
connected node groups and sparser connections to other communities [42]. Thus, community139
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identification involves prediction and quantification tasks to detect the relevant structures and140
their characteristics [25]. Selecting an effective similarity measure is crucial as it is allows a141
clustering algorithm to identify groups and affects the signal-to-noise-ratio within the instance142
matrix [43].143
2.2. Related work144
Network partitioning has attracted interest from various domains of expertise, hence diverse145
strategies have been put forward to identify relevant communities embedded in a network.146
Clustering and Community Detection. Often clustering and community detection are used147
interchangeably in the literature. Clustering mostly focuses on a single modality, e.g., using148
node attributes to group network objects, whereas community detection focuses on network149
structure as a function of connectivity involving social interaction. As a form of dimensionality150
reduction, clustering entails unsupervised partitioning a network into groups of related objects151
using a domain-specific scoring function and maximising in-group similarity. There are two152
principal lines of research in this direction: graph partitioning and hierarchical modelling [41].153
We follow this classification, as it reflects the approach in this study. Methods can also be divided154
in dimensionality reduction based ones, and graph partitioning (hierarchical or not [44]) and155
hierarchical ones [45].156
2.2.1. Graph-based and hierarchical methods157
Graph-based clustering assumes that a community structure exists in the network and attempts158
to discover it using specific techniques. Graph partitioning divides the network into predefined159
node groups and suits applications where the number and size of groups are known, e.g., in160
parallelisation of computing processors. The approach may involve hierarchical agglomerative161
clustering [46] following a random walk model [37], or based on modularity [42] optimisation,162
such as in the Louvain detection algorithm [47]. The clustering method can be based on iterative163
bisection, which divides the network optimally into two parts and repeats until the required164
number of partitions is reached [28]. The modularity measure measures community strength165
and detects groups, assuming that community structures correspond to an interesting statistical166
arrangement of edges. Positive values indicate the presence of community structures, i.e., that167
nodes within a community are more tightly connected than by chance [28]. The modularity168
value of real networks ranges from .3 to .7. The higher the score, the more cohesive the169
community structure [41]. Predefining the maximum bisection size is required, which may affect170
performance. Metrics such as betweenness or shortest loop edges, are central to the operation of171
algorithms that process graphs to detect groups of similar nodes [48].172
Hierarchical modelling follows a different technical approach from graph-based clustering.173
Assuming that there are natural subgroups in a network, hierarchical clustering utilises a similar-174
ity measure, such as Euclidean distance or Pearson correlation to analyse the network [2]. In175
particular, pairwise node similarities are computed and nodes are iteratively and deterministi-176
cally assigned to clusters. Commonly, similar clusters are iteratively merged into larger ones177
[45]. Furthermore, categorisation based on a generative or model-based and discriminative178
or similarity-based is used in the literature. Model-based or generative clustering algorithms,179
e.g., Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [49, 29, 50], are a form of Expectation Maximisation180
(EM) that aim to learn a generative model from data segments, where each model represents a181
cluster [51]. The EM-based models estimate the maximum likelihood of data-points to belong182
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to a cluster and is suitable for incomplete data. On the other hand, similarity-based clustering183
algorithms are based on optimising a scoring function that is used to compute pairwise similarity184
between data-points. This form of clustering follows hierarchical agglomerative clustering or185
block modelling.186
2.2.2. Multiview and bi-modal clustering187
Multiview and bi-modal techniques aim to improve clustering performance using multiple188
independent data sources; thus, multiview clustering relies on data that can be split into indepen-189
dent sub-features or attributes [52, 53]. For instance, a web page can be described by its textual190
content and pages that link to it [54, 55]. The advantages of multiview clustering over its single191
view counterpart has been investigated using algorithms based on K-means and Expectation192
Maximisation [54].193
Bi-modal clustering technique is based on the fact that network communities are formed194
around two primary modalities or information sources: network structure and node attributes. In195
many cases, structural and textual aspects evolve simultaneously and communities are discovered196
according to the nodes’ similarity degree vis-á-vis those two aspects. Until recently, studies197
mostly focused on one aspect, not both [16, 29, 31, 56, 57]. A study closely related to our198
approach, proposes a generative model for networks with node attributes [16]. However, the199
depth of the features, especially the nodes’ attributes, is shallow and the node attribute (hashtag) is200
insufficient to analyse the depth of similarity between network entities in a complex environment201
such as Twitter in which the structural component is not fully captured due to reliance on directed202
edges. The connected k-centre approach employs both structural and attribute information for a203
given network partition [56]. The problem is NP-hard, leading to many heuristics. Similarly,204
SA-cluster method combines structural and attributes’ similarities for community detection by205
partitioning a network into cohesive k-clusters with structural and attribute information using a206
distance metric to estimate pairwise node similarity or closeness [57].207
Conventional methods, such as normalised cut [27] and modularity [28], are based on topo-208
logical structures. However, many networks come with incomplete information, e.g., a terrorist209
network or food web [30]; thus, community detection in networks with edge uncertainty or210
incomplete information is getting traction. Inferring links in incomplete networks is challenging,211
because the information is usually localised within a small, linked group. The full wealth of212
data has been used to learn a generalisable distance metric to complete the missing information213
[30]. However, this approach is too complicated and does not account for the breadth required214
in textual aspects in networks with many transient connections, such as Twitter2. The MCT is215
a two-stage clustering technique that recognises different modalities as information sources;216
it incorporates multiview aspects at various levels, structural and textual, using independent217
features.218
3. MCT framework219
Noting that nodes in a community are highly similar and edges among communities are220
infrequent, community detection is usually formalised to identify network partitions that satisfy221
specific requirements. The problem focuses on detecting smaller groups with high similarities,222
using a joint similarity function that considers global and local information as a two-stage process223
2As shown in Figure 1, Twitter communities are formed based on many factors.
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Figure 3: Execution pipeline of the MCT framework - The structural component processes a collection of
structurally similar nodes, promoting group formation among them. Then, textual analysis of structurally related
node content identifies groups according to discussion topics. MCT combines state-type and event-type ties.
comprising of structural and textual components (shown in Figure 2). Figure 3 shows a block224
diagram of the stages in the MCT framework.225
3.1. Structural component226
The structural component is based on dyadic, pairwise edge between two users, and transitive227
ties, which are the basic forms of establishing reciprocal ties in social networks. We aim228
to identify groups of users with true reciprocal relationships at dyadic and transitive level.229
Transitivity expresses the social preference to be friends with a friend-of-a-friend and has been230
characterised as a peculiar network feature [3]. Transitive ties are synonymous to Simmelian ties,231
strong social relationships among three or more individuals, which are vital in understanding a232
network’s social tie structure [58]. Our approach assumes that community detection or clustering233
methods that take reciprocal ties into account offer a more cohesive community representation.234
Our analysis of Twitter datasets concluded that true reciprocal ties are rare. Thus, we use a235
method that strengthens the possibility of finding Twitter users with reciprocal ties. A user236
with many reciprocated ties can represent a microcosms, allowing to analyse a user group as a237
unit. Research in social science suggest that users compare themselves with one another and238
adopt similar behaviour with users similar to them [9]. Homophily on Twitter can be interpreted239
as a reciprocal relationship among users. Noting this insight and the inspiration drawn from240
social homophily, we argue that users with similar profiles are more likely to connect on Twitter.241
Therefore, structural equivalence is mapped to a state-type tie to infer structural similarity242
according to the node’s attributes. Figure 4 shows features that contribute in finding structurally243
related nodes.244
3.1.1. Modelling structural clusters245
Definitions. This section begins with the definitions of relevant concepts and terms in the246
implementation. Table 1 provides a summary of all relevant notations used in the study.247
- Network data D consists of sets of nodes, v1, v2, ..., vm ∈ V , and edges, e1, e2, ..., en ∈ E .248
Each node is described by its structural and textual features, as shown in Figure 4.249
- Dyadic and transitive ties: a relation, , between two nodes vi, vj ∈ D is dyadic3 if vi250
follows vj and vice versa, i.e. vi  vj ⇔ ∀vi, vj ∈ D. In this context, vi follows vj is a251
directed relationship; if vj follows vi back, it is undirected; see some examples in Figure 5.252
3Dyadic tie, pairwise, 2-star or binary relations are used interchangeable in this study.
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A transitive or Simmelian tie is a social relationship within groups of three or more. A253
binary relation, , over a set D is transitive: vi  vj , vj  vk ⇔ vi  vk, ∀vi, vj, vk ∈ D.254
- Prediction features and reciprocity: To identify structurally related nodes, we use features,255
such as indegree (ind), the number of incoming edges to a node; outdegree (out), the256
number of outgoing edges from a node; and category (cat), indicating if a node is verified257
or unverified. Account verification ascertains legitimacy of the account holder. Af258
denotes the set of all possible node features, which can be used to extract feature subsets,259
Xf = {ind, out, cat} ⊂ Af , from a profile, as in Figure 4. The features of a node pair,260
vi, vj , are denoted by: Xfvi = {indvi , outvi , catvi} and Xfvj = {indvj , outvj , catvj} and261
are used for training models that predict the likelihood of reciprocity.262
Nodes reciprocity and constant error. We predict node sets with dyadic ties on Twitter using the263
approach in [59], and we use them for clustering. The formulation assumes that reciprocity is264
based on the features that can induce friendship, in Figure 4(b). Nodes reciprocity hypothesises265
that the decision to reciprocate or establish friendship correlates with the idea of homophily and266
structural equivalence. Reciprocal ties are predicted based on these concepts between node pairs.267
Consider the sets of nodes, V , and edges, E . The likelihood of reciprocity, p(Rvi,vj), ∀vi, vj ∈268
V) involved in the computation of reciprocal units (see Section 4.2.1) is described by Eq. 1 to269
3, leading to reciprocal-communities Crc. The features of a node pair, vi, vj , for comparison270
are denoted by: Xfvi and Xfvj , such that the ratio of the attributes, e.g. ind or out, is a real271
value quantity given by: indvi
indvj
∈ R ∀fr ∈ Xfvi,vj . If the comparison evaluates to a value in272
[0.75, 1.25], the pairs are assumed to have similar attributes (1), otherwise dissimilar attributes273
(0). The interval is to allow extra freedom for minor discrepancies between the features. For274
instance, if the ratio equals 1.0, the pair has identical attributes, which is useful in analysing275
aspects of homophily and social equivalence. The binary feature comparison values are used to276
Figure 4: (a) Possible social ties in a network triad - Each node is associated to a set of nodes with a directed or
reciprocal tie. (b) An example dyad and the features responsible for tie formation between users on Twitter. A
probability score is assigned to each feature, to discover their inter-dependencies and enable reciprocal ties.
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compute the overall similarity using the Jaccard Index, J:277
J(Xfvi ,Xfvj ) =
|Xfvi ∩ Xfvj |
|Xfvi ∪ Xfvj |
(1)
Moreover, modelling reciprocity or the response to a friendship request is associated with a278
decision error, that can be quantified based on response probability. Response probability applied279
to cases where a feature set for a decision involves a constant probability of error (Eq. 2) in the280
choice [60]. Thus, the probability of reciprocity between pairs based on the similarities in their281
features J(vi, vj) (Eq. 1) is given by [61]:282
εvi,vj =
1
ζ × (1 + log(J(vi, vj) + ζ))
(2)
The constant error term, ζ , is assigned the value of 1/3 and the final relation is given by:283
p(Rvi,vj) =
1
1 + exp ϕ
(3)
where ϕ = − log(εvi,vj + J(vi, vj))× (εvi,vj + J(vi, vj)). Any node pair vi, vj are structurally284
similar or related Sr, if their degree of reciprocity (Eq. 3) is greater than a predefined threshold τ .285
It follows that Sr : ∀vi ∈ Sr ∃vj , such that p(Rvi,vj) ≥ τ , where Sr ⊂ D.286
Collection of structurally related nodes. Eq. 3 allows to identify as many node sets with a high287
likelihood of establishing reciprocal ties, thus adding a layer of social cohesion to the MCT288
framework. Identifying groups of structurally related nodes begins with a high-level aggregation289
of nodes according to network size (for network-communities) and reciprocity (for reciprocal-290
communities). This led to the question what does it mean for nodes to be structurally related?291
As a simplistic example, consider a finite set V13 that contains 13 nodes: {v1,· · · , v13} ∈ V13.292
After executing Algorithm f-sim (Algorithm 1), which predicts the likelihood of reciprocity, the293
following pairs of nodes are structurally-similar or related4: v1 ∼ v2, v1 ∼ v3, v1 ∼ v5, v2 ∼294
v4, v2 ∼ v5, v2 ∼ v9, v3 ∼ v11. Accordingly, three structurally related communities can be295
identified: c1 = {v1, v2, v3, v5}, c2 = {v2, v4, v5, v9} and c3 = {v3, v9}. The communities can296
be expressed in a matrix form for spectral analysis. Matrix entries can be based on states, such297
as the reciprocity potential of nodes defined as the ratio of outdegree over network size.298
Spectral analysis. Since structurally related nodes can be easily transformed into a graph, we299
apply spectral analysis to identify clusters and enabling Sociometry5, a means to measure social300
relationships [62]. Spectral clustering involves operations ranging from the construction of301
4The symbol ’∼’ is used to denote structural similarity between pairs.
5Metrics such as structural hole, homophily, and centrality metrics – degree, closeness, betweenness
Figure 5: Examples of possible relationships between pairs
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Algorithm 1 : Algorithm f-sim returns the likelihood of reciprocity between pairs.
1: Initialisation: {} ←− Sr; {} ←− Su
2: Input: a finite collection of network data D
3: while D 6= ∅ do
4: ∀vi, vj ∈ D, compute p(Rvi,vj ) using Eq. 3 . vi 6= vj
5: if p(Rvi,vj ) ≥ τ then . τ , a predefined threshold
6: Sr ← (vi, vj) . structurally related
7: else




12: Sr,Su,Mn×nAi,j . adjacency matrixM
n×n
Ai,j
adjacency or affinity matrices to clustering in a reduced dimension [63]. We construct the302
adjacency, similarity and degree matrices based on ground-truth data and Eq. 3. The adjacency303
matrixMAi,j (Eq. 4) encodes the structural similarities among node pairs. Presence or absence304
of reciprocity is marked with 1 or 0, respectively.305
MAi,j =
{
1 if p(Rvi,vj) ≥ τ
0 if otherwise
(4)
The degree matrix,MD, is a diagonal matrix obtained by summing the entries in Eq. 4 across306
the rows, in which entry i, i denotes the degree or number of edges to node i. Thus, each entry in307




p(Rvi,vj) ≥ τ (5)
Subtracting the adjacency matrix,MAi,j , from the degree matrix,MD, gives the graph Laplacian,309
ML =MD−MA, whose eigenvectors and eigenvalues offer informative features for clustering.310
Diagonal entries in Eq. 6 denote the degree of nodes, off-diagonal negative entries (−p(Rvi,vj))311
represent edges between node pairs and zero entries signify no edges.312
MLi,j =

di if i = j




Given a set of structurally related nodes, hidden local communities can be uncovered via314
matrix decomposition on the following matrices of interactions and corresponding dimensions:315
- Mcns 7→ n× p: a matrix of nodes according to a concept, e.g., network size316
- Mcvr 7→ n× k: a matrix of nodes according to reciprocity317
- Mcnr 7→ p× k: a matrix of high-level and local communities318
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The network-communities matrix,Mn×pCns , is decomposed into its approximate constituents:319
MCns ≈MvrMTCnr (7)
Interpretability is desirable in the MCT framework, hence, the decomposition follows a non-320
negative matrix factorisation (NMF) scheme [64]. NMF provides an intuitive factorisation, in321
which non-negative constraints are imposed on the optimisation parameters [65].322




F , subject toMcvr ,Mcnr ≥ 0 (8)
We simplify the notation of matrices as follows: Mcns 7→ D, Mcvr 7→ P = [pis], Mcnr 7→323
Q = [qjs]. The formulation in Eq. 8 allows to consider Lagrangian relaxation to optimise the324
squared Frobenius norm (|| · ||2F ) of the matrix. Consequently, NMF’s non-negative constraints325
are relaxed by introducing the Lagrangian multipliers, two new parameters (α, β ≤ 0), to the326
corresponding entries of the optimisation parameters (P,Q). Accordingly, the objective function327
Msr is expressed as a minmax problem, that requires a simultaneous minimisation over P,Q and328
maximisation6 over all applicable values of α and β:329











The optimisation starts by computing the gradient of the relaxed Lagrangian, with respect to the330
first aspect of the minmax (i.e. minimisation) optimisation variables. Although α and β offers331
a degree of flexibility (that comes at a cost), optimal solution requires optimisation conditions332
to be based on P , Q only. We apply a handy technique based on Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT)333
optimality condition [66] to eliminate the Lagrangian multipliers. The KKT condition suggests334
that pisαis = qjsβjs = 0. Non-negative random values in (0, 1] are iteratively assigned to the335








, ∀i ∈ {1,· · · , n}, j ∈ {1,· · · , n}, s ∈ {1,· · · , k} (10)
The process of updating P and Q involves comparing their values to the original matrix D,338
aiming in minimising the difference or error. Parameters pis and qjs are iteratively updated until339
convergence. A successful iterative update process ensures that the underlying matrices exhibit340
strong correlations among their respective entries.341
3.2. Textual component342
The textual component applies a form of document-pivot clustering based on weighted343
features [32, 33, 34, 35]. Due to the volume of tweets and their short length, it is difficult to344
gain a broad perspective about topics. Hence, using a single tweet may not provide sufficient345
information. To understand the discussion topics and the degree of similarity among tweets,346
a fixed number of tweets is extracted from nodes in the structurally related sets, Sr. We347
6This is needed because the Lagrangian multipliers are initialised with negative values.
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utilise Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), which has been previously applied for similar tasks348
[67, 50, 68]. LDA is a probabilistic generative model that assigns word distributions to topics and349
topic distributions to documents in a corpus, so that the documents represent random mixtures350
over latent topics [49]. In this study, tweets collected from each node vi ∈ Sr define a corpus351
Tvi , whose overall theme is analysed for comparison with other nodes.352
3.2.1. Modelling textual clusters353
Identifying textually related nodes, Tr, starts by aggregating a finite collection of textual354
content, T , from each node vi. The collection of k tweets produced by node vi over time,355
i.e. {ti1, ti2, ti3, ..., tik} ∈ Tvi consists of a set of m n-gram features {fi1, fi2, fi3, ...., fim} ∈ ti ∈356
Tvi . Each stream of tweets is preprocessed to extract shingles7 for transformation following the357
term-frequency-inverse document frequency (tf-idf) weighting scheme [69]. The tf-idf vector of358






Similar documents. The collections of tweets for any node pair are: Tvi , Tvj ∈ Tr ⊂ Sr. The360
aggregation scheme ensures that each node has a distinct fingerprint for comparison with others.361
We train the LDA model so that each tweets in the corpus has a finite distribution over topics,362
and topics have distributions over words. The distribution of each tweet, dubbed anchor tweet,363
is used to compare with other tweets to locate the most similar tweets and generate relevant364
matrices. Because LDA-based comparison relies on the probability distributions of tweets, we365
apply Jensen-Shannon Divergence (JSD), a useful statistical metric, to measure tweet similarity366
as the degree of divergence in the respective distributions. Unlike Kullback-Leibler Divergence,367
JSD is symmetric, which is crucial in the task of comparing tweets, since similarity should be the368
same irrespective of the order, i.e.,X 7→ Y or Y 7→ X be equal. For example, given two discrete369
distributions X and Y , JSD is defined as:370









It follows that any pairs of tweets, ti and tj , are textually-similar or related, Tr, if their similarity372
degree, φ, is greater than a predefined threshold τ . Thus, ∀ti ∈ Tr∃tj : φ(ti, tj) ≥ τ , Tr ∈ Sr.373
Because a finite collection of tweets is extracted from each node in Sr, each ti ∈ Tr consists of374
a node and its set of tweets. LDA outputs come in a dense d× t matrixMd×tlda , consisting of d375
tweets and their corresponding t topics. Moreover, two matrices apply to the textual component:376
(a)Mvt 7→ m× q: matrix of m nodes and top q topics, and (b)Mva 7→ m×m : affinity matrix377
of nodes according to topic similarity. Consequently, node communities are formed around378
common discussion topics and the goal to cluster them according to topical similarities, as in379
tr(MvaMvtMTvt). Algorithm 2 describes how to obtain the textually related clusters.380
7Shingles are obtained by removing stopwords and other non-content bearing terms in a tweet.
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Algorithm 2 : Algorithm text-sim identifies textually related clusters
1: Initialisation: {} ←− Tr; {} ←− Tu
2: Input: collection of structurally related nodes Sr
3: ∀vi ∈ Sr, get k texts g(Tvi) . g(Tvi) set of k texts of vi
4: xi ←− ti ∈ g(Tvi) . get texts vectors xi
5: truncate xi . retain b top terms in vector xi




||xi||2 . mean of L2 normalised xi
7: LDA(m(Tvi)) . invoke the LDA on m(Tvi)
8: Tsim(Tvi , Tvj ) = JSdist(Tvi ||Tvj ) . get similar texts using Eq. 12
9: if Tsim(Tvi , Tvj ) ≥ τ then
10: update Tr . textually related
11: else
12: update Tu . textually-unrelated
13: end if
14: Output:
15: Tr, Tu,Mm×mta . affinity matrix M
m×m
ta
3.3. Microcosm detection algorithm381
The problem of discovering community structures is modelled as a multilevel clustering382
task, in which nodes are grouped according to scoring functions. Using the affinity matrix based383
on Sr or Tr, various algorithms can be used to identify relevant partitions by optimising the384
separate and joint similarities of Sr and Tr: ψ(Sr, Tr) = φ(Sr) + φ(Tr). A cohesive community385
is a collection of nodes, V , with high degree of similarity structurally and textually. Thus, the386
microcosm detection problem can be formally defined as:387
given a collection of network data D, defined by sets of nodes, V and edges, E , for388
each node vi ∈ V consisting of sets of structural and textual features, the goal is to389
identify a collection of highly cohesive sub-networks P:390
P : ∀vi ∈ Sr ∃vj : p(Rvi,vj) ≥ τ and ∀ti ∈ Tr ⊂ Sr ∃tj : φ(ti, tj) ≥ τ , P ⊂ D
The above formulation means that for all node pair in the partition P , both the structural and391
textual similarities are greater than their respective threshold τ 8.392




define an adjacency matrix of the structural component and394
an affinity matrix based on the textual similarity component, respectively. Therefore, for each395
matrix there exist community sets (K ∈ Rn×k,Q ∈ Rm×q), such that {k1,· · · , kn} ∈ K denotes396
possible communities inMSf and {q1,· · · , qm} ∈ Q denotes communities inMTf . For a matrix397
of reciprocal relationships R ⊆ V × V9 and the associated network data D (V , R ∈ D), there398
exist numerous communities {c1,· · · , ck} ∈ C such that ∅ ⊂ ci ⊆ V and C denotes a community399
set. With any pair of similar nodes denoted by vi ∼ vj ⇐⇒ ∃ci ∈ C : vi, vj ∈ ci, a more400
socially cohesive node community is formed by identifying overlapping nodes in both K and Q,401
through a repetitive partition optimisation. Accordingly, the MCT framework contributes into402
8For all experiments, τ ≥ 0.5, i.e. pairs are considered similar (1) if τ ≥ 0.5, otherwise dissimilar (0).
9R applies to bothMSf andMTf .
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Algorithm 3 : Algorithm MCT identifies local communities known as microcosms in a network.
1: Initialisation: {} ←− Sr, {} ←− Su, {} ←− Tr, {} ←− Tu
2: Input: a collection of network data D
3: structural-component: . invoke f-sim (alg. 1)
4: f-sim(D) 7→ {Sr,Su},Mn×nAi,j . alg. 1 output
5: textual-component: . invoke text-sim (alg. 2)
6: ∀vi ∈ Sr get k tweets . set of texts Tvi
7: text-sim(Sr) 7→ {Tr, Tu},Mm×mta . alg. 2 output
8: compare all topics(Tvi ∈ Sr) using Eq. 11 . affinity matrix
9: local clusters:
10: ψ(Sr, Tr) . Sr, Tr ≥ τ
11: Output:
12: Cm×pci . local communities
two operational categories: (1) optimising matrices of values and (2) optimising intra-cluster403
similarity. The MCT can be considered as a multivariate function, made up by structural and404
textual components, allowing to define an objective function that maximises the overall joint405
similarity.406
3.3.1. Optimising matrices of values407
Recall that the set of textually related nodes Tr is a subset of the structurally related nodes Sr408
(Mcvr), i.e Tr ⊆ Sr. Since the optimisation goal is to maximise Tr (Mvt), the two are equated409
under the constraint: Mvt = Mcvr , such thatMvt −Mcvr = 0. Noting the constraint, the410
simplified representation used in Eq. 9 also applies toMvt, given byMvt = Mcvr = P , to411
achieve the maximum values possible by determining the extremum of the function. Thus, the412
goal is to maximise the joint models under the constrained function according to Eq. 1310:413










qjsβjs − λTr(MTvtMvaMvt) (13)
3.3.2. Optimising intra-cluster similarity414
Intra-cluster similarity optimisation is similar to the approach in Section 3.3.1 through415
the use of value matrices, but different objective function. The approach in Eq. 9 and the416
corresponding update rule (Eq. 10) are based on a matrix factorisation, which poses challenges417
with respect to exact or one-one mapping to the textually related clusters (Tr). We know that418
the two are related at a higher level, since Tr ⊂ Sr, but the details about the shared clusters419
are not fully established. To address this challenge, we propose the following approach based420
on the node similarity. Information about similar nodes is stored in the nodes’ affinity matrix421
(Mn×nva ), in which the magnitude of pairwise similarity decides entries in the matrix. Nodes are422
assigned to communities based on their degree of similarity denoted byMn×kCvr (of n nodes and k423
reciprocal-communities). For example, {cvr1 ,· · · , cvrk} ∈ Cvr represents a set of nodes-reciprocal424
communities and membership in a cluster is qualified by Eq. 1 - 3. With a higher probability of425
forming a tie for nodes in the same cluster, community detection is based on optimising the joint426
10The proportionality constant λ in Eq. 13 denotes a Lagrange multiplier.
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Algorithm 4 : Algorithm MCT-2 identifies local communities known as microcosms in a network.
1: Input: a collection of network data D
2: structural-component:
3: f-sim(D) 7→ {Sr,Su},Mn×nsa
4: textual-component:
5: ∀vi ∈ Sr get k tweets
6: text-sim(Sr) 7→ {Tr, Tu},Mn×nta
7: compare all topics(Tvi ∈ Sr) using Eq. 11
8: Clusters initialisation:
9: select four random seed nodes: vi, vj , vk, vl ∈ Sr and vi, vj , vk, vl ∈ Tr
10: compute pairwise similarities among vi, vj , vk, vl using ψsrtr(vi, vj)
11: if Tsim(Tvi , Tvj ) ≥ τ then
12: create single cluster Cij
13: else
14: create two clusters Ci, Cj
15: end if
16: repeat 9 – 15 until|Cik|Mk=1 =M .maximum clusters M
17: Assign nodes to clusters:
18: ∀vi ∈ Sr compute similarity with cluster’s mean
19: maxφ(vi,µCi ) . assign vi to the most similar µCi
20: update cluster’s mean: µCi ←− µCi
21: Output:
22: local communities
similarities of Sr and Tr:427
ψst(vi, vj) = (λ) · Sr(vi, vj) + (1− λ) · Tr(vi, vj) (14)
The goal of Eq. 14 is to maximise the joint similarity between Sr and Tr according to an428
aggregation criterion inspired by [70], based on the similarity scores between pairs and a user-429
defined balancing parameter11 λ, with values in (0, 1). We follow the approach in [71] to find430
optimum value for the λ. Algorithm 4 describes how nodes are assigned to relevant clusters until431
the stopping criterion, a user-defined integer M signifying the desired number of clusters, is432
reached.433
4. Experimentation434
This section presents our experimentation to evaluate the MCT against other existing methods.435
4.1. Datasets436
We utilise the following diverse datasets for the experimentation.437
4.1.1. Ground-truth and predicted data438
Unlike previous studies in which datasets from various social networks were collected439
[31, 72, 73], this study focuses on nodes with reciprocal, not directed, ties. The reciprocal440
11Note that this is different from the one used in optimisation based on matrices of values.
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Algorithm 5 Algorithm search-dyads profiles users with directed and undirected ties on Twitter
1: Initialisation: 1− edge −→ {}, dyads −→ {}
2: Input: begin with an arbitrary set of seed users, say k
3: while k 6= ∅ do
4: ∀vi ∈ k, get sets of friends frvi , followers flvi , frvi , f lvi ∈ mvi ; mvi denotes vi network
5: ∀vj ∈ frvi , retrieve the sets frvj and flvj , frvj , f lvj ∈ m′vj ; m
′
vj denotes vj network
6: if vi ∈ frvj then
7: vi ∼ vj . both follows one another
8: update dyads
9: else




collection consists of dyadic and transitive datasets, which were collected using Twitter’s441
Application Programming Interface (API) according to Algorithm 5. The process returns a442
collection of tweet objects, a complex object with many descriptive fields, which allows to443
extract structural and textual components for analysis. The collection begins with a search on the444
network profile of each from a finite set of seed users12, or a network composition mvi , consisting445
of lists of friends frvi and followers flvi , to determine user pairs that follow each other. The set446
of reciprocal pairs is denoted by κ ∈ mvi and the transitive dataset is a scaled-version of dyadic447
data.448
In addition to the collection of nodes with actual pairwise ties (denoted as G-pTie in Table 4.1),449
the ground-truth dataset also consists of public data associated with COVID-19 outbreak (G-450
pMention) related to aspects of scepticism and myths about the pandemic [75]. The data contains451
two broad categories: information put forward by credible sources, such as the World Health452
Organisation (WHO), and information from users dismissing WHO’s guidelines on combating453
the pandemic. The dataset consists of interaction information about users who mention each454
other. Nodes with frequent mentioning are highly likely to be in the same community. For the455
dataset consisting of predicted pairwise ties (P-pTie), a reciprocal tie exists between vi and vj if456
p(Rvi,vj) ≥ τ , otherwise just a directed tie. In Table 2, SND1 refers to synthetic network data457
generated based on LFR approach (see Section 4.3.2 for details).458
4.1.2. Public datasets459
To reinforce evaluation and generalisation, we use the following collections of publicly460
available datasets. The datasets consist of real-world networks commonly used for community461
detection. Essentially, the following datasets have been used: Zachary’s karate club [76], dolphin462
social network [77], political blog dataset [78] and Ego-network, consisting Facebook and463
Twitter datasets [79]. The Facebook data contains anonymised ’circles’ or ’friends lists’, and464
node features (profiles). Each node has node ids, sets of connections or edges, and anonymised465
features encoding information about its circle. The Facebook data allows to explore communities466
using each user’s network circle in terms of size and diversity of membership. Moreover, the467
12Seed users are verified or unverified accounts devoid of spammers or social bots were collected by SPD filtering
[74]. A ’list’ on Twitter allows a user to store a set of preferred users and can be used to obtain relevant information.
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collection consists of synthetic data, which is based on the approach proposed in [71] to generate468
synthetic network with known parameters. The synthetic nature of the networks makes it possible469
to explore the parameters’ space for the best community structure in the network. Table 2 shows470
basic statistics of datasets used in this study.471
4.2. Meta-analysis472
Owing to the prevalence of unreciprocated and event-type ties on Twitter, we conjecture473
that mining tasks, such as community detection, are less effective and more challenging. In474
this section, our goal is to apply a pragmatic approach that provides a statistical analysis of475
relevant metrics in the datasets to identify strongly correlated node attributes (Figure 4(b)) with476
reciprocity among nodes. The empirical cumulative distribution function (ECDF) gives the477
probability of a quantity evaluated at arbitrary points. We use it to analyse observations, such as478
the variation of dyads or Simmelian ties across user categories or network size.479
Table 2: A summary of microcosms detection datasets. V and E denote the node and edge size, respectively. G-pTie
and P-pTie denote groundtruth and predicted sets of users with pairwise connectivity; G-Mention denotes collection
of users with pairwise mentioning; µdeg. refers to the average degree in each data category.






G-pTie 18973 15538 µdeg. = 1.6379
P-pTie 15038 1298998 µdeg. = 172.7621
G-pMention 514 259 µdeg. = 1.0078
Karate club 34 78 Consists of 2 groundtruth communities
Dolphin 62 — Consists of 2 groundtruth communities
Pol. Blog 1224 — Consists of 2 groundtruth communities
ego-Facebook 4039 88234 µdeg. = 43.6910
ego-Twitter 81,306 1768149 —
SND1 1000 — —
Figure 6: Sub-figures (a), (b) and (c) show the reciprocity effect on nodes with many dyadic relationships. Sub-
figures (d), (e) and (f) show outdegree-reciprocity and indegree-reciprocity relationship in the ground-truth data.
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Figure 7: Relationship between the number of directed ties and reciprocity across different nodes in the datasets.
4.2.1. Proportion of reciprocal units480
Noting the flexibility of connections and the rarity of reciprocal links on Twitter, large scale481
dyadic ties are rare and difficult to locate. Using Algorithm 5, we collected directed or 1-edge482
and undirected data, and examined the network topology of each category and its utility in the483
detection of local communities. In Figure 6, there is a high proportion of reciprocity in unverified484
users in comparison to the verified counterpart. The reciprocity ability slightly decreases with485
increasing network size of the user, which can be attributed to the difficulty in keeping track486
of and responding to all followership requests. Sub-figures 6(a) and (b) show the relationship487
between reciprocity and the number of reciprocal ties. While there is higher reciprocity in the488
unverified category, the verified category shows almost 100% reciprocity with a relatively small489
network size. Sub-figure 6(c) shows similar behaviour in transitive ties, but is more evident in the490
unverified users category. Similarly, sub-figures 6(d),(e) and (f) show the relationship between491
outdegree and reciprocity and indegree and reciprocity in the ground-truth data. The behaviour492
resembles an inverse relationship in which reciprocity decreases with increasing outdegree493
(sub-figures 6(d) and (e)). Sub-figure 6(f) shows an almost linear relationship between indegree494
and reciprocity, especially among the unverified category. In the verified category, the effect is495
low and seems to shoot once the network size increases (vis-a-vis indegree/number of followers).496
There is an instant reciprocity in the unverified users, which can be explained by suggesting that497
the users are interested in expanding their network. Figure 7 shows the relationship between the498
number of directed ties and reciprocity across user categories in the data. The results demonstrate499
that verified users have many directed nodes or unreciprocated ties but with less reciprocity. This500
observation holds for nodes with many dyadic and transitive ties in the data.501
4.3. Evaluation502
To ascertain the efficacy and relevance of the study’s output, evaluation entails thorough503
analyses and comparison with relevant baselines drawn from the literature. Quantitative analyses504
of experimentation on various datasets using the baseline algorithms is involved. Other forms of505
evaluation are specific to the structural and textual levels of the MCT strategy. The evaluation506
process aims to: (a) investigate the effect of utilising structurally-related nodes in identifying local507
communities in social networks, (b) compare structurally-related clusters with textually-related508
clusters, and (c) evaluate the performance of MCT in comparison with baseline models.509
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4.3.1. Evaluation metrics510
This section discusses quantitative measures for validating the performance of MCT and511
baseline methods. Because of the multilevel approach, the metrics are suitable for evaluating512
network structure (structural clusters) and textual-clusters (roughly considered as labels).513
Clustering coefficient and Community cohesion. Clustering coefficient, Ccoeff ), is used to514
quantify the clustering tendency of a given node in relation to other nodes within a network515





ki(ki−1) where i, ki, Ei denote516
a network node, the number of edges connecting i to ki other nodes in the network, and the517
actual number of existing edges between ki nodes, respectively. The ratio Ei ∝ ki(ki−1)2 defines518
the clustering coefficient of a node. Community cohesion demonstrates the level of connectivity519
within a community and is captured by measuring the degree of cohesiveness. Due to the presence520
of a strong connectivity among nodes, a well-connected community is intuitively difficult to521
divide into sub-communities [80]. Any useful metric that reveals the degree of cohesion can be522
used to evaluate cohesiveness, i.e., if the community is well-connected and difficult to partition.523
In this study, cohesiveness is measured by the degree of similarities Sr and Tr. We compute the524
average degree (µdeg), defined as the average node degree to other member nodes [81]. Moreover,525
we use the accuracy metric, i.e., the fraction of predicted labels to the total number of data points.526
Modularity and NMI. Modularity, Q, measures the strength of communities, as the number of527
edges falling within groups minus the expected number in an equivalent network with edges528
placed at random [42]. Usually, Q > 0 signifies the possible presence of a community structure529
and the higher the values the better [41]. Normalised Mutual Information (NMI) is another530
statistical tool to evaluate the quality of network clusters [82]. NMI measures the degree of531
agreement between network partitions, based on the assumption that each node in a community,532
vi ∈ V , is associated with both the true community and the predicted community, such that533
lv,p = i defines the predicted community i of a node [83]. Furthermore, we apply Rand and534
Jaccard similarity metrics, which are based on tracking both correctly and incorrectly classified535
pairs of nodes, especially in groundtruth datasets.536
4.3.2. Baseline Models537
For evaluation, MCT is applied alongside the following detection algorithms with different538
modes of operation on the datasets described in Section 4.1 to identify local community structures.539
Girvan-Neuman (G-N) and Label propagation (LP). The G-N algorithm assumes that a commu-540
nity detection algorithm can naturally detect divisions among vertices without external influence541
or imposed restrictions on the divisions [5]. Accordingly, Girvan and Newman [84] proposed542
the iterative G-N algorithm that progressively removes network edges based on betweenness,543
a metric to quantify traffic flow among nodes. Each node’s betweenness score dictates which544
edge to remove. The most critical nodes are likely to experience high traffic flow, hence will545
possibly create a bottleneck. The LP algorithm is an iterative clustering method that converts546
unlabelled data to labelled given an initial seed of labelled data. Labelling involves a repetitive547
random node reshuffling and tagging with the most frequent label among its neighbours until548
convergence [85]. The labelled data information is then propagated across the whole network.549
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Synthetic Network Model. This is achieved using the widely used approach, or LFR model,550
proposed in [86] to generate synthetic networks with planted partitions or community structures.551
For a given network G generated via the LFR, the following basic model’s parameters are552
defined: γ, β, d̄, µ̂ denoting exponents of the power-law degree distribution, community size553
distribution, mean degree and mixing parameter, respectively. Accordingly, the model ensures554
that nodes’ degrees are sampled independently whose distribution exhibit power-law behaviour555
and the mixing parameter, µ̂, to distribute nodes’ indegree and outdegree such that 1− µ̂ and556
µ̂ denote the proportions of edges shared with nodes in the same and different communities,557
respectively. The SND1 netwrok in Table 2 is generated based on the LFR approach. The558
network consists of 1000 nodes, γ = 1.5, d̄ = 15, γC = 0.8, Cmin = 30, Cmax = 300, and the559
mixing parameter ,µ̂, sampled from 0.1, 0.01, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9, 1. Because the parameters560
pertaining the network and the embedded community structure are known, relevant community561
detection methods should be able to detect or identify values (especially for the community) that562
approximate such parameters.563
The Planted Partition Model (PPM) is a form of likelihood optimisation algorithms that564
are commonly used for community detection task. Due to their mathematical efficacy, many565
algorithms are defined based on relevant assumptions about the underlaying structure in the566
network. Under this approach, a network is a composition of communities, which are used to infer567
the network [87]. The PPM relies on the community membership of nodes to probabilistically568
decide whether any pairs of nodes are connected. We apply variant of the PPM (degree-corrected569
planted partition model [88]) and an extended version of the LFR model proposed in [71] as part570
of the evaluation.571
4.4. Detection of community structure572
In this section, we focus on the detection of community structures using our proposed573
method13, introduced in Section 3.3, and the baseline models, described in Section 4.3.2. The574
detection process consist of four steps: (1) retrieve a set of nodes with reciprocal ties on Twitter,575
(2) compute the similarity proportion between pairs, using Algorithm 1, (3) compare prediction576
accuracy using the ground-truth, and (4) perform clustering for community detection.577
4.4.1. Effectiveness of tie prediction578
Using Algorithm 1, which computes the similarity between the corresponding features of579
any pairs of nodes, we report its efficacy in the prediction pipeline. Due to the availability580
of empirical data, the effectiveness of the model is quantified with respect to the degree of581
conformity with the ground-truth data. This is vital because the tie prediction segment is not582
relevant if it does not add value to the overall detection framework. The accuracy of the prediction583
is obtained by computing the ratio of predicted reciprocal ties to true reciprocal ties. The best584
result achieved is .608 accuracy; depending on the threshold τ , the accuracy may be lower or585
higher. Sub-figure 8(c) shows possible values of τ and the corresponding accuracy.586
4.4.2. Community structure587
We examine how the use of a collection of structurally-related nodes affects community588
detection, and compare performance. For the experiments, we apply the proposed method,589
13relevant datasets and implementation code available at https://github.com/ijdutse/mct
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Figure 8: Sub-figures a and b show the probability of tie formation as a function of network size; there is a high
chance of reciprocating a tie among users in a network band of 0.5 × 107. Sub-figure c shows the prediction
accuracy versus the threshold value in f-sim (Algorithm 1). The prediction accuracy is almost 100% when the value
of the threshold is low; conversely, the accuracy is almost 0% when the threshold value is very high. A switch-point
can be observed toward the midpoint in which the accuracy is just above 60% at a threshold value of about 0.41.
With additional features, the prediction can be improved. For instance, the inclusion of a description feature led to a
significant improvement; however, it requires training on a large corpus to obtain the embedding of terms in text.
(MCT), and the baselines, G-N [84] and LP [85]. Table 3 shows the results of applying the590
community detection algorithms on the data according to the evaluation metrics described in591
Section 4.3.1. Although all the algorithms detected community structures, there are quantitative592
variations among the outcomes. Our analysis is along the following dimensions.593
Effect of datasets: All algorithms perform best on the ground-truth data, followed by ego-594
Facebook, then predicted, and worst on ego-Twitter. The ego-Facebook data consists of nodes595
with reciprocal ties, but the textual feature set is small, making it less complex than the other596
datasets. We consider homophily and structural equivalence as precursors of communities, in597
which nodes with similar profiles or social status are more likely to interact and establish a598
small community. For instance, sub-figures 8(a) and (b) show homophily as a form of structural599
equivalence based on network size and indegree for examining the probability the formation of600
an edge. Sub-figures 8(a) and (b), depicts a behaviour that resembles an inverse relationship:601
increase in network size results in decrease in reciprocity.602
Effect of models: Table 3 also demonstrates the performance of each model. The MCT results603
indicate a more localised structure noting the magnitude of Q, NMI and the number of detected604
communities (#DC) with respect to the ground-truth data. We attribute the improvement to the605
use of in-depth structural features that introduce a connectivity layer. MCT explores the data606
for community structures at local and global level through a high-level grouping of nodes into607
Table 3: Results of experiments on three datasets for community detection using algorithms based on structural
properties. G-N: Girvan–Neuman, LP: Label Propagation, MCT: Multilevel Clustering Technique, #DC: Number of
Detected Communities
G–N LP MCT
Dataset Metric #DC Metric #DC Metric #DC
Q NMI Q NMI Q NMI
G-pTie .908 .794 308 .77 .602 1319 .915 .791 263
ego-Twitter .334 .197 1431 .215 .131 2131 .307 .230 1131
ego-Facebook .522 .590 1037 .421 .304 1780 .503 .372 1845
P-pTie .473 .311 1107 .360 .267 2071 .601 .472 985
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communities, according to the network size and the recognition of bi-modal information sources.608
For the parameterised approach, groundtruth datasets form the basis of the evaluation.609
Therefore, we discuss the results obtained in Table 4 using Rand and Jaccard scores as the610
evaluation metrics. Generally, the results in the Table indicate good performance, especially with611
respect to the Rand score and on small datasets such as the Karate club. The values associated612
with the MCT signify better performance across all the datasets. However, there are instances613
where the algorithm’s performance lags behind. For instance, the PPM and ILFR perform better614
on the Karate and Pol. Blogs datasets, which we attribute to the small size nature of the datasets.615
Moreover, there is a significant improvement on performance on the synthetic datasets, i.e. SND1.616
This s expected since the network consists of well defined community structure. A common trait617
among the algorithms is that they perform poorly based on the Jaccard index, suggesting that the618
metric is somewhat strict or further optimisation is needed.619
5. Discussion620
In this section, we discuss some significant observations from the study.621
Impact of reciprocal units and text aggregation for clustering. One of the assumptions of this622
is that recognising a set of reciprocal units for community detection offers a more cohesive623
community representation. Since small groups allow modular analysis of social networks624
[89, 90], we examined reciprocal ties, dyadic and Simmelian, as the basic units of relational625
interaction on Twitter. However, Twitter’s flexible and eccentric connections entangle locating626
nodes with reciprocal links. Structural similarity allows to organise nodes into connected clusters627
and simplifying community detection. Structurally similar nodes are more likely to connect and628
belong to the same community. The high volume and small size of tweets make comparisons of629
discussions context challenging. Because a single tweet may not yield enough information about630
a discussion, we need to balance between quantity and quality. We collected a finite set of tweets631
from each node vi that defines a user corpus Tvi , and computed its overall theme to compare632
with other nodes. Textually-related nodes Tr are identified by a topic modelling technique that633
compares the similarities of the discussion topics of structurally similar nodes.634
Improving social cohesion in the detection task. Online content increases rapidly in volume and635
complexity and is dominated by influential users. These facts make the detection of socially636
cohesive groups on Twitter challenging. With respect to sociometry, the formation of a social tie637
can be based on event-type or state-type ties. The size of a network and the size of communities638
Table 4: Results of experiments on three datasets for community detection using relevant algorithms and evaluation
metrics.
Model PPM LFR MCT ILFR






G-pMention 0.501 0.005 0.501 0.005 0.662 0.169 0.501 0.005
Karate club 0.734 0.475 0.734 0.475 0.701 0.461 0.720 0.425
Dolphin 0.651 0.379 0.581 0.255 0.696 0.340 0.536 0.167
Pol. Blob 0.903 0.821 0.878 0.775 0.565 0.487 0.581 0.166
G-pTie 0.621 0.012 0.621 0.012 0.629 0.210 0.621 0.012
P-pTie 0.652 0.001 0.652 0.001 0.696 0.237 0.652 0.001
SND1 0.846 0.431 0.795 0.395 0.879 0.510 0.601 0.317
ego-Facebook 0.683 0.317 0.597 0.301 0.697 0.332 0.579 0.298
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are almost linearly correlated. Similarly, the size of a network is inversely correlated with its639
degree of homogeneity. The degree of interaction is higher among structurally similar users.640
Often, users that discuss with and mention each other are engaged in reciprocal ties, showing641
strong social cohesion. Based on the idea of social homophily, users with many reciprocated ties642
are crucial in analysing socially cohesive groups. Figure 1 shows that communities on Twitter643
can be formed in many ways. A bi-modality approach differs across networks with respect644
to the depth of the features associated with the structural and textual modalities [29, 31, 16].645
Bi-modalities, e.g., network structure, features and attributes of nodes, lead to better and more646
interpretable community detection results. In Twitter, the structural component is not fully647
captured as it relies on directed connections. MCT exploits the usability of features in the648
detection of a local community through the impact analyses of both modalities, especially the649
structural one. We have shown that a structural component is useful in community detection650
and has minimal practical requirements. MCT offers a compact way to find and represent651
co-occurring users or user groups, allowing to explore local and global clustering requirements.652
6. Conclusion653
Many natural networks exhibit a certain degree of organisation, in which node groups form654
tightly connected units called communities. Community detection allows to understand the655
network structure and extract useful information. Detecting socially cohesive communities656
on Twitter is still challenging. While many methods have been proposed, they often discover657
disparate communities, likely to be socially unrelated. We observed that the topology of658
eccentric connections contributes to the detection of socially unrelated users and encourages the659
propagation of spurious content. Consequently, we propose a multilevel clustering technique660
(MCT) to identify socially cohesive user groups, i.e. microcosms, on Twitter.661
The proposed MCT framework, jointly modelling structural and intrinsic textual features,662
contributes toward a methodological paradigm for cohesive community detection in a dynamic663
and heterogeneous social media. This is important because until recently, community detection664
algorithms focused on single modality, e.g. using node attributes or connectivity. Recent studies665
that combine information modalities are limited in capturing the nuances and intricate connection666
structure in platforms, such as Twitter. To improve the identification of socially cohesive667
communities, MCT offers a scalable detection strategy. The approach addresses the problem of668
structurally unrelated users, by adding a layer of social cohesion to existing community detection669
methods. In summary, MCT contributes: (1) a systematic exposition of community detection or670
clustering algorithms, (2) an in-depth utilisation of the bi-modality for community detection, and671
(3) detection of network communities at various levels.672
A note on the proposed method’s complexity is in order here. When the network size is673
huge, it is challenging to authoritatively specify when a given community detection algorithm674
will converge. Thus, we rely on a single iteration to analyse the algorithm’s complexity, which675
will provide insights to its future performance. Let us assume that the execution complexity of676
a basic parameterised algorithm is f(C), then the term O(f(C) × s × r ×m), where s is the677
number of comparisons in deciding the next cluster, r is the size size and m the number runs.678
Execution wise, the complexity of the algorithm is relatively low. However, it tends to increase679
with growing data-points, hence the needs for further improvement in future work.680
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Appendix A: Supplementary information685
Structural Communities: optimisation and interpretability. Recall that the network-communities686
(Mn×pCns ) matrix is decomposed into its approximate constituents given by Eq. 7, i.e.MCns ≈687





subject to Mcvr ,Mcnr ≥ 0. The following conventions are used to represent the matrices:689
Mcns 7→ D,Mcvr 7→ P = [pis],Mcnr 7→ Q = [qjs]. We follow the NMF scheme [64] in the690
modelling of structural communities.691
Iterative Update. In response to the additional parameters (α, β with values ≤ 0,) induced by
the Lagrangian relaxation, the objective function Msr is given by the following equation:











To solve the optimisation problem, the process begins with computing the gradient of the La-692
grangian relaxation with respect to the first aspect of the minmax (i.e. minimisation) optimisation693
variables. To achieve an optimal solution, the optimisation condition needs to be based on P,Q694
only. Hence, to eliminate the introduced Lagrangian multipliers, the KKT optimality condition,695
which suggests that pisαis = 0 and qjsβjs = 0, is applied. We then solve for the optimisation696
parameters as follows.697
||D − PQT ||2F = (D − PQT )T (D − PQ)
= (DT − P TQ)(D − PQ)




−QP TD︸ ︷︷ ︸
3
+QP TPQ︸ ︷︷ ︸
4
(15)
In Eq. 15, the second term (2) and third term (3) are equal and the fourth term (4) can be698
expressed in a quadratic form depending on the parameter of interest (for minimisation). Thus,699
Msr = D












From Eq. 16, the partial differentiation with respect to P gives:700
∂
∂pis
Msr = −(2DQ)is + (2PQTQ)is + αis
divide by 2 and equate to zero
= −(DQ)is + (PQTQ)is + αis = 0
to eliminate the relaxation parameters multiply with pis throughout
= −(DQ)ispis + (PQTQ)ispis + αispis = 0







The last term or expression in Eq. 17 is the update rule for the parameter P . A similar process701
applies to the parameter Q:702
Msr = D











The partial derivative with respect to Q is given by the following:703
∂
∂qjs
Msr = −(2DTP )js + (2QP TP )js + βjs
divide by 2 and equate to zero
= −(DTP )js + (QP TP )js + βjs = 0
to eliminate the relaxation parameters multiply with qjs throughout
= −(DTP )jsqjs + (QP TP )jsqjs + βjsqjs = 0
the term βjsqjs equates to 0 according to KKT optimality, thus







The last term or expression in Eq. 19 is the update rule for the parameter Q. The process704
of updating P,Q involves comparing their values to the original matrix D, and the goal is to705
minimise the difference or error. The iterative update of the parameters (pis and qjs) continues706
until convergence.707
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